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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Biological effects of pulsed-modulated microwave radiation published in the open
scientific literature and unclassified technical reports are reviewed. The effects of short
exposures to unmodulated microwaves are included for their possible relevance to exposure to
high peak power exposures.
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1.0

BACKGROUND

Systems radiating pulsed energy at microwave frequencies (300 MHz to 300 GHz) are used
for military communication, detection, and countermeasures. Many of these systems produce
pulses in patterns to encode communications or to seek information as in radar. Other systems
produce single pulses or a few pulses of energy for detection or countermeasures.
Regardless of pulse pattern, the microwaves are said to be pulse-modulated and the
resulting signal can be represented in the frequency domain by a relatively narrow band of
frequencies centered at the microwave frequency. Thus, each pulse has electromagnetic
characteristics similar to microwaves at a constant power level, or continuous wave (CW). An
individual pulse is generally thought of as having a rectangular power profile with a duration, or
width, of a few nanoseconds to a few microseconds, and a peak power. Although pulses are
actually trapezoidal, they can be described fairly accurately in terms of peak power and width of
equivalent rectangular pulses. The rate of energy deposition in tissue is characterized by specific
absorption rate (SAR) in W/kg. The absorbed energy is described by specific absorption (SA) in
J/kg.
2.0

LITERATURE REVIEWED

The literature on the effects of single microwave pulses on animals and humans is
reviewed. Literature on cellular effects of single microwave pulses, mostly from isolated tissue
preparations, is also included. In addition, literature on studies using acute exposures, 6 min or
shorter, and very high power pulses for longer periods but at low repetition frequencies are
covered for perspective. Many of these topics are covered in reviews of the biological effects of
microwave and other types of pulses (Lu & de Lorge, 2000; Pakhomov & Murphy, 2000;
Heynick, 2003).
Studies on the effects of mobile phone emissions are not covered. Although mobile phone
signals use microwave pulses to encode information, the emission levels are low relative to those
used in most military applications and exposures during typical use and in experimental
investigations can last from many minutes to hours. In addition, research with mobile phones
has become rather extensive and, in many cases, yields results that are weak and/or controversial.
Research reports in the open literature and unclassified technical reports were the primary
sources of information for this unclassified literature review. Abstracts of the annual meeting of
the Bioelectromagnetics Society (2002-2008) were also searched for microwave pulse work.
Published reviews of microwave biological effects are sometimes referenced as efficient
summaries of effects.
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3.0
3.1

PERCEPTION OF PULSED MICROWAVE RADIATION

Microwave Hearing

Microwave hearing is the auditory sensation resulting from microwave energy impinging
on the head (Chou et al., 1982; Elder & Chou, 2003). Investigation of microwave hearing began
in the late 1950’s and 1960's in the field (e.g., Frey, 1961, 1962, 1967). More recent studies
address exposure to RF pulses experienced in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). An
experimental study has been done on auditory perception with exposure by RF coils used in MRI
(Röschmann, 1991). Theoretical studies of induced acoustic waves with MRI exposure have also
been reported (Wang & Lin, 2005; Lin & Wang, 2006).
Microwave hearing is an undisputed effect of pulse modulated microwaves (Guy et al.,
1975). The incident energy must be pulse modulated and pulse durations of 3-5000 µs and 0.5700 µs have been studied in human and animal experiments, respectively (Elder & Chou, 2003).
Sensation occurs readily with exposure to pulsed microwaves with very small time-averaged
power and energy densities. A single pulse has been reported being sensed as an auditory click.
With temperature increase caused by each pulse estimated to be only 10-6-10-5 °C at perception
threshold (Guy et al., 1975; Chou et al., 1982; Lin, 1978, 1990; Elder & Chou, 2003), the effect
is clearly not due to gross heating of tissue.
Auditory sensations in humans and responses in the auditory systems of animals in
microwave hearing are directly related to characteristics of individual pulses, and to pulse
repetition frequency when it is at auditory frequencies. Energy density, the product of incident
power density and pulse duration (also called energy fluence), seems to be a defining pulse
characteristic in many of the studies. Threshold energy density for human perception is reported
as 2.3-40 µJ/cm², depending on the study (Elder & Chou, 2003). Thresholds for detection by the
auditory systems in a variety of animal preparations are 1.5-1240 µJ/cm² fluence and 0.6180 mJ/kg SA in the head, again depending on the study (Seaman & Lebovitz, 1989; Elder &
Chou, 2003). Amplitude of the pressure transient at microwave hearing threshold has been
estimated in a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) model of the human head to be 0.18 Pa for
a 20-µs pulse (Watanabe et al., 2000).
According to Lin [1978, 1989, 1990], the peak acoustic pressure is a function of pulse
duration, head size, and, of course, incident power density. For a 918-MHz, 10-µs pulse with
2.183 W/cm² peak power density incident on a spherical head model with a radius of 7 cm, the
calculated peak pressure is 0.682 Pa. The relationship of peak pressure with pulse duration is
complex, but, for durations of 0.1 µs and shorter, an asymptotic peak value of approximately
0.037 Pa is reached. This is a factor of 18.4 times between pressures for 10-µs pulses and 0.1 µs
and shorter pulses. The ratio of thresholds for perception is thus expected to be roughly 20.
3.2

Thermal and Pain Sensations

Because the absorption of microwave energy in biological tissues leads to increased
temperature, the temperature sense and the sense of pain caused by high temperature are
considered. Sensations of warmth and thermal pain in the skin have been studied extensively
2
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(Chéry-Croze, 1983; Gardner et al., 2000; Lumpkin & Caterina, 2007). Radiant energy from
lamps and lasers as well as contact heating are used as stimuli in traditional studies of physiology
of these senses (Arendt-Nielsen & Chen, 2003). One can expect that the same heating by a
microwave exposure and by other means will result in similar sensations. However, the rate of
change of temperature might have to be taken into account (Yarnitsky et al., 1992; Nielsen &
Arendt-Nielsen, 1998; Hilz et al., 1999; Defrin et al., 2006).
Skin temperature thresholds for sensations of warmth and thermal pain are reported as 3340 °C, and 38-46 °C, respectively (Jørum et al., 2003; Al-Saadi et al., 2006; Ørstavik et al.,
2006). The rather broad and overlapping ranges of thresholds reflect the influence of several
factors on the sensations, including environmental temperature (Strigo et al., 2000), temperature
of the skin before application of a thermal stimulus (Arendt-Nielsen & Bjerring, 1988; Nahra &
Plaghki, 2005), and location on the body of the stimulus (Ørstavik et al., 2006). Although
decreased sensation with age occurs, whether the subject is male or female does not seem to
influence the thresholds (Hilz et al., 1999; Pickering et al., 2002; Schaffner et al., 2008).
Microwave radiation is capable of evoking warmth and pain sensations. An early
published study looked at the pain threshold for 10-cm (~3 GHz) microwaves using a horn or an
open-ended waveguide filled with a dielectric that contacted the skin at different locations on the
body (Cook, 1952). Burning pain was first sensed when the increase in skin temperature was
15 °C, and for 30-130-s exposures this corresponded to approximately 0.6 cal-cm-2s-1 at short
durations down to about 0.24 cal-cm-2s-1 at long durations (2.5 to 1 W/cm²). The use, although
carefully done, of a metal thermocouple to measure temperature and the unspecified method of
calculating microwave intensity in this study make the results somewhat tentative for application
to a free-field exposure.
In other early work on the sense of warmth, the forearm was exposed to 10-cm microwaves
using open-ended waveguides with different apertures contacting the skin (Vendrik & Vos,
1958). Power densities of roughly 0.7-2.6 W/cm² (most likely power divided by aperture area)
caused a subject reaction indicating perception of warmth with a delay of about 1 s. Longer
delays were associated with lower powers, about 6 s for 0.3 W/cm². Thresholds were determined
for fixed shorter durations of exposure in a later study using a similar arrangement (Eijkman &
Vendrik, 1961). For durations of 0.25-2 s, threshold energy was about 8-14.6 J, which
corresponded to 32.4-7.3 W, presumably at the microwave source used.
In apparently the first reports of microwave sensations with noncontact delivery of
microwaves in the laboratory, thresholds were determined for warmth sensation on the forehead
(Hendler et al.,1963; Hendler, 1968). Using 3-cm (~10 GHz) microwaves, thresholds ranged
roughly from 24.3 down to 13.8 mW/cm² for durations of 0.5 to 5 s (Hendler et al., 1963). For
10-cm (~3 GHz) microwaves, the thresholds were higher: 14.3 down to 7.6 mW/cm² for
durations from 1 to 5 s (Hendler, 1968).
In more recent experiments, thresholds have been determined for microwave exposure of
the forearm and back (Justesen et al., 1982; Blick et al., 1997). For exposure of the forearm with
2.45-GHz microwaves for 10 s, threshold for warmth sensation was an average 26.74 mW/cm²
3
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(Justesen et al., 1982). Using 10-s exposures of the back, average thresholds for warmth
sensations were determined to be 63.1, 19.5, 19.6 mW/cm² for 2.45, 7.5, and 10 GHz,
respectively (Blick et al., 1997).
That increased temperature from microwave exposure can lead to the sensation of pain was
reported in some of the earliest work on human perception, but other work reported in the open
literature confirms this. Studies of signals from the nerve receptors for pain were done in an
animal preparation (McAfee, 1961, 1962). The results showed that the receptors reacted to
microwave heating in the same way that they reacted to heating by warm water or resistancewire thermode. In a more recent study with exposure of the back to millimeter wave radiation at
35 GHz for 3 s, pain threshold was associated with an increase of 9.9 °C in skin temperature
(Walters et al., 2000).
The sensation of skin pain reported for exposure to millimeter wave exposure is
consistent with the penetration depth of this form of radiation being less than about 0.2 mm
(Walters et al., 2000). However, absorption of microwave energy at lower frequencies will be
deeper with depth and pattern of absorption depending on microwave frequency and tissue
anatomy (Johnson & Guy, 1972; Durney et al., 1986; Lin, 1986). For frequencies lower than
millimeter wave frequencies, absorption and consequently temperature increase might not be
maximal on the body surface.
The possibility of pain sensed as a result of deeper penetration and heating of microwave
energy can be appreciated by referring to just a few of the published papers on muscle, bone, and
visceral pain. Experimental high intensity thermal stimulation of 48 °C has been found to induce
muscle pain (Graven-Nielsen et al., 2002). Threshold for pain in the lower esophagus has been
reported as 48.5-52 °C as studied with a contained circulating fluid (Pedersen et al., 2004a,b).
Earlier, in ultrasound hyperthermia, bone pain perceived by patients resulted in treatment
termination in many cases (Meyer, 1984; Shimm et al., 1988). The most likely cause was a
much higher temperature at the bone-muscle interface than in the muscle being treated (Hynynen
& DeYoung, 1988).
3.3

Startle Modification and Evoked Motion

Single microwave pulses impinging on the heads of rats placed in a waveguide and startled
by an intense burst of acoustic noise or by an air puff are capable of altering the respective startle
response (Seaman et al., 1994). Effective microwave pulses had peak head-neck SAR of 1586 kW/kg and SA of 16-86 mJ/kg for the 0.96-µs pulses used in the acoustic startle experiment
and 55-113 kW/kg and 525-1056 mJ/kg for 7.82-µs pulses used in the air-puff experiment.
Although SA in both experiments was at or above thresholds for auditory sensations, the role of
microwave hearing or other type of intermediate stimulus was not studied.
Incidence of body movements in mice is reported to increase when the head of an animal is
exposed to microwave energy at 1250 MHz as a burst of pulses or as gated CW microwaves
when SA is 0.9 kJ/kg or greater (Brown et al., 1994). The authors suggest that subcutaneous
4
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heating near the nose, estimated at 1.2 °C and 0.24 °C/s at the threshold SA, might be
responsible for the effect.
4.0

MICROWAVE CONVULSIONS AND STUNNING

Three papers in the open literature report the induction of convulsions, stunning, and/or
hypoactivity due to a single pulse of microwave energy to the head. Values of SA are estimated
here from reported temperature changes by using the relationship SA = dTc, where SA is the
specific absorption (in J/kg), dT is the temperature change (in °C), and c is the approximate
specific heat capacity (3700 J/kg-°C).
Mice become “hypokinetic” following their exposure to less than lethal pulse energies at
2450 MHz in a microwave fixation apparatus and begin to recover within 5 min after exposure
(Modak et al., 1981). The elevations of brain temperature are 2 and 4 °C for pulses 15 and 25 ms
long, respectively. The pulse energies are 0.11 and 0.18 kJ and the reported temperature changes
give estimated head SA as 7.4 and 14.8 kJ/kg. The 25-ms pulse causes a significant reduction in
brain acetylcholine content.
A similar observation also comes from another laboratory using a microwave fixation
device for exposure. Rats with heads exposed to a 220-ms pulse of microwave energy at
2450 MHz appear “stunned and hypoactive” for 5-10 s after exposure (Miller et al., 1987). The
increase in brain temperature is 3.1 °C for estimated pulse energy of 0.77 kJ and estimated SA of
11.5 kJ/kg.
A specially designed circular waveguide is used in a third study. Rats with heads exposed
to a 50-360-ms pulse of microwave energy at 915 MHz were “stunned” when brain SA was
28 kJ/kg or greater (Guy & Chou, 1982). The corresponding temperature increase in the brain
was about 8 °C. The reaction consisted of seizures for about a minute after exposure followed by
an “unconscious state” lasting 4-5 min.
5.0

MICROWAVE FIXATION

Microwave fixation is the process in which microwave energy is delivered to the head of
an experimental animal to “fix” tissues, specifically brain tissue for neurochemical studies.
Heating of the tissue by the single application of microwave energy denatures enzymes and
essentially stops chemical reactions as well as being lethal to the animal. The more rapid the
heating, the more representative is the chemistry of the brain to that of the animal just before
fixation.
Although the emphasis of most microwave fixation papers is on the neurochemical results,
the literature reveals a small number of papers that provide sufficient information to estimate
pulse energy and specific absorption. Values of SA are estimated from a reported temperature
change by using the relationship SA = dTc, where SA is the specific absorption (in J/kg), dT is
the temperature change (in °C), and c is the approximate specific heat capacity (3700 J/kg-°C).
5
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The range of reported effective pulse energies for rats and mice is 1-12.5 kJ and the
associated range of estimated SA is 72-198 kJ/kg (Butcher & Butcher, 1976; Delaney & Geiger,
1996; Medina & Stavinoha, 1977; Moroji et al., 1977; Schneider et al., 1982; Merritt et al., 1975;
Stavinoha et al., 1977). The range of pulse durations in these studies is 0.15-1.5 s. The ranges of
applied energy and SA agree with the respective ranges of 2-10 kJ and 57-203 kJ/kg in a review
that included microwave fixation (Lin, 1989, p 169f).
6.0

STUDIES WITH TEMPO AND RELATED DEVICES

A number of studies have been performed with TEMPO (Transformer Energized Megavolt
Pulsed Output) devices developed to radiate high voltage pulses with durations of 20-80 ns.
TEMPO pulses can be represented in the frequency domain by a band of frequencies more broad
than pulse-modulated microwaves. TEMPO pulses are often described by the center frequency
(CF) of this band.
Several studies have examined behavior of rats during and after exposure to TEMPO
pulses. In one of the earliest of the TEMPO studies, rats were exposed to a single 85-ns pulse
with 1.3 GHz CF and estimated incident power density of 0.75-0.99 kW/cm² (Klauenberg et al.,
1988). Taking the product of the power density and duration gives an estimated mean fluence of
74 µJ/cm². Using 0.2 W/kg per mW/cm² incident power density as being representative for the
rats used in this study (Durney et al., 1986 (Fig. 6.16)), the peak whole-body SAR was about
0.17 kW/kg on average. Delivered in 85 ns, this corresponds to 15 µJ/kg whole-body SA per
pulse. Exposure to a single pulse caused a startle-like response in some animals. In the same
study, exposure to 10 such pulses at 1 Hz led to alteration in baseline activity and disruption of
balance on a rotarod device.
In another early study, rats were exposed to a 140-ns pulse with 1.94 GHz CF produced by
a “Gypsy” virtual cathode oscillator (vircator) (Cordts et al., 1988). A single pulse of 2.2±0.9
kW/cm² (mean±SD) reduced drinking in a thirst satiation task. However, single pulses averaging
4.1 and 8.2 kW/cm² did not affect this behavior nor did any of the three power densities affect
performance on a single avoidance task. Balance on a rotarod was also not changed by any
pulse, but many animals were noted to “flinch” with delivery of a pulse. The product of the
effective power density and pulse duration gives an estimated mean fluence of 308 µJ/cm².
Taking 0.35 W/kg per mW/cm² incident power density as being representative for the 200-250 g
rats used in this study (Durney et al., 1986 (Fig. 6.15 and 6.16)), the peak whole-body SAR was
about 0.77 kW/kg on average. The SA of the effective 140-ns pulse is estimated to have been
108 µJ/kg.
In another TEMPO study of rats, exposure to pulses with 85-ns duration and 2.11 GHz CF
caused no change in subsequent performance in an operant task or in tests of avoidance behavior
(Hjeresen et al., 1989). Up to 50 pulses with peak power density averaging 10.8 kW/cm² were
delivered over 5 min. Using 0.3 W/kg per mW/cm² incident power density as being
representative for the 200-g rats used in this study (Durney et al., 1986 (Figs. 6.15 and 6.16)), the
peak whole-body SAR in these experiments is estimated as 3.2 kW/kg and the corresponding
whole-body peak SA as 278 µJ/kg, respectively. In a fourth reported study of rats, exposure to
6
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pulses with 200 80-ns duration and 3.0 GHz CF over about 25 min altered performance in a
subsequent time discrimination task (Raslear et al., 1993). Using data provided in the report,
each pulse produced peak whole-body SAR of 7.2 MW/kg and SA of 0.58 J/kg, with similar
respective values in the brain. The authors refer to an acoustic stimulus that was coincident with
each TEMPO pulse.
Two studies have been reported exposing monkeys to TEMPO pulses. Exposure of the
head to 27-51 pulses with 93-ns duration and 2.37 GHz CF during 20 min of a vigilance task
involving discrimination of acoustic tone frequency did not change performance (D’Andrea et
al., 1989). The pulses, delivered during acoustic signals used in the task, had peak power of 711 kW/cm². The authors estimated that each pulse produced peak whole-body SAR of 0.580.94 MW/kg and SA of 54-87 mJ/kg. In another study, a similar behavioral test with exposure to
pulses with 20-60-ns duration and 3.0 GHz CF also showed no change in performance (D'Andrea
et al., 1993). Pulses, delivered every 7.5 s and having a peak power density of 45.6 kW/cm²
(about 1.8 mJ/cm² fluence), each produced approximate peak whole-body SAR of 2.21 MW/kg
and SA of 1.3 J/kg. Steps were taken in these two studies to reduce the acoustic signal
accompanying each TEMPO pulse.
One TEMPO study examined the effect of the pulses on rat cardiovascular parameters
(Jauchem & Frei, 1995). Aortic cannulas inserted prior to exposure were used to determine heart
rate and blood pressure during exposure to 10 TEMPO pulses. Two types of pulses were used in
separate experiments: pulses with 40-85-ns duration, 1.7-1.8 GHz CF, and 4.5 kW/cm² mean
estimated peak power density and pulses with 40-70-ns duration, 1.2-1.4 GHz CF, and
32.6 kW/cm² mean estimated peak power density. No significant change in heart rate was seen
in the experiment using pulses with 1.7-1.8 GHz CF. A significant transient increase in blood
pressure seen with the first one or two pulses was not present after attenuation of the sound
produced by the TEMPO source. No significant change was seen in either measured variable in
the experiment using pulses with 1.2-1.4 GHz CF, in which TEMPO-generated sound was
attenuated for all exposures. Using 0.18 and 0.3 W/kg per mW/cm² incident power density for a
medium rat of 320 g at the respective frequencies (Durney et al., 1986 (Fig. 6.16)), the peak
whole-body SAR in these experiments is estimated as 0.8 and 9.8 MW/kg for the respective
experiments. Using representative pulse durations of 65 and 55 ns gives corresponding wholebody peak SA as 53 and 540 mJ/kg, respectively.
One observation is common to several TEMPO studies and the “Gypsy” vircator study.
The sound coincident with pulse generation was audible to investigators and had the potential to
affect animal behavior. This sound seems a plausible explanation for the sudden animal
movement at pulse generation seen in a number of these studies. This possibility should lead to
studies that take the sound of pulse generation into account and control for it. Another
observation is that although a number of effects have been found in some studies, no effect was
seen in other studies covering the same range of SA. This difference could be due to a number
of factors including different sources, experimental protocols, and endpoints.
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7.0

MICROWAVE PULSES STUDIED USING ISOLATED TISSUES

Studies that expose isolated tissue samples and cellular preparations have the potential to
reveal effects at the tissue and cell level in the absence of confounding interactions with other
tissues or cell types. Only a few studies have exposed isolated tissues and cellular preparations
to microwave pulses with deposited energy of the magnitude that might be expected with high
power microwave pulses. Coupling of microwave pulses to small preparations has been
successfully accomplished by taking advantage of the shorter wavelength at 9.2-9.3 GHz and
utilizing customized techniques (Pakhomov et al., 2000, 2003a).
Application of pulses delivered at regular repetition frequencies in different preparations
resulted in changes that were quite similar to those seen by equivalent heating. This was the case
for the decrease in inter-beat interval of isolated beating frog heart slices when exposed to 1-µs
microwave pulses at 10-100 Hz repetition frequency that gave peak SAR of 250-350 MW/kg and
peak SA of 250-350 J/kg for 1-10 s (Pakhomov et al., 2000). The decrease in inter-beat intervals
was duplicated by lower power microwave pulses delivered with the same time average power
and consequently producing the same heating. In another type of experiment, a slice of rat
hippocampus was exposed to microwave pulses with 0.5-2-µs duration and 0.5-10 Hz repetition
frequency that gave peak SAR up to 500 MW/kg and peak SA up to 250-1000 J/kg for 2 min
(Pakhomov et al., 2003a). The evoked population spike used as an index of synaptic response
was changed by microwave exposure in the same way as long as microwave pulse duration and
repetition frequency were set to give the same average power, which gave the same heating. The
time course of change was also consistent with the change of temperature in the preparation.
Long-term potentiation of the evoked population spike, a standard test in this preparation, was
also studied and it, too, showed changes consistent with a thermal basis.
Studies of the effects of single microwave pulses on the hippocampal brain slice were also
performed using this exposure system (Doyle et al., 2003, 2006; Pakhomov et al., 2003b). Peak
SAR and pulse SA were similar to those in the previous hippocampal work: 740 MW/kg and
1480 J/kg, respectively. Single microwave pulses were delivered at four different times relative
to the electrical stimulus that evoked the population spike in the preparation. Sham exposures
and exposures with unsynchronized microwave pulses were also performed. The population
spike was depressed when the microwave pulse was delivered 1 ms after the electrical stimulus
but not for other times tested. Because the temperature change resulting from a pulse was 0.30.4 °C regardless of pulse timing, the spike depression specific to the one time interval seems to
be unrelated to gross temperature of the preparation.
8.0

SUMMARY

Table 1 summarizes effects observed in the various studies reviewed here. Results
indicating no effect have not been placed in the table. Entries in the table are arranged in
ascending order of specific absorption (SA), a standard measure of energy absorption in tissue.
The SA range extends over several orders of magnitude, from the small energy deposited by a
single microwave pulse to the energy delivered during an exposure up to 1.5 s long to fix tissue
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for neurochemical studies. The ordering by SA is done for convenience in making comparisons
and does not imply a common mechanism for the observed effects.
Documented effects occurring at the lowest specific absorptions in the µJ/kg to mJ/kg
range have to do primarily with sensory stimulation. Microwave hearing is the result of the
lowest pulse energy and an undisputed effect of pulsed microwaves. Note that values in the table
are thresholds for the auditory sensation. Energies above the thresholds also lead to sensation,
but extensive exploration of the sensation is not reported in the literature. The modification of
the reflexive startle response in rats by microwave pulses occurred for SA values of tens to
hundreds of mJ/kg. The modification could have been due to an auditory stimulation or
stimulation of another sensory modality, such as due to instantaneous heating of skin. The same
effect can be expected at higher SA values and, possibly, at lower SA values that are above the
undetermined threshold for the effect. The startle-like response seen at small SA for TEMPO
pulses could possibly also be due to similar stimulation.
At somewhat higher SA values, behavior changed in rats exposed to 200 TEMPO pulses,
with pulse SA estimated to be 0.58 J/kg. The basis for this effect on behavior has not been
reported.
Effects at the highest SA values in the table have been obtained using customized apparatus
used to expose, with one exception, the head of a rodent to microwave pulses. The startle-like
reaction seen at 0.9 kJ/kg-pulse SA was attributed to heating of the nose area of the test subject,
but the sound of pulse generation might have contributed to an overall effective stimulus. The
report of change in neural signals in the isolated hippocampal slice at 1.48 J/kg is significant
because it illustrates the primary importance of pulse timing and the lesser importance of heating
of the tissue, at least in the preparation tested.
The last two entries in the table are examples of what sufficiently high energy levels
delivered to the head can do. The high SA values are achieved by means of longer exposure
durations and special apparatus. Values of SA in the 7-28 kJ/kg range have been shown to stun
or incapacitate animals without being lethal. On the other hand, exposures with SA values of 72198 kJ/kg are used to kill the animal for study of brain neurochemistry. Between 28 and
72 kJ/kg SA deposited in the head one can expect a range of effects from stun through death.
The 28-kJ/kg value was a threshold for stunning in the study in which it was determined, but,
otherwise, the effects in the 28-72 kJ/kg range have not been reported.
Overall, the biological effects of pulsed microwaves range from weak sensory stimulation
to death in the laboratory, as summarized in Table 1. Energy deposited in biological tissue by a
pulse or other brief application serves as a basis for comparison of the different types of
biological effects.
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Table 1: Biological effects of high peak power microwave pulses reported in the open
literature
Effect

Fluence

Specific
Absorption

Notes

Microwave
Hearing
Threshold

1.5-1240 µJ/cm²

0.6-180 mJ/kg

Animal

2.3-40 µJ/cm²

N/A

Human

Startle-like reaction,
Disruption of
Activity

74 µJ/cm² E
308 µJ/cm² E

15 µJ/kg E
108 µJ/kg E

TEMPO, Rodent
10 pulses for change in activity,
Possible sound with pulse

Startle
Modification

N/A

16-86 mJ/kg,
525-1056 mJ/kg

Rodent head

12.8 mJ/cm²

0.58 J/kg

TEMPO, Rodent
200 pulses at 0.125 Hz
Sound with pulse

N/A

0.9 kJ/kg

Rodent head

Change in
Post-Exposure
Behavior
Startle-like
Motion
Threshold

Hippocampal slice
Different effects for many pulses
delivered in 1-120 s
Stunning or
7.4-14.8 kJ/kg E
Rodent head
Hypoactivity
N/A
11.5 kJ/kg E
0.010-0.36 s
Up to 5 minutes
≥28 kJ/kg
3 different reports
Rodent head
Brain fixation,
N/A
72-198 kJ/kg E
0.15-1.5 s
Death
several reports
Results are for a single pulse unless otherwise noted. E indicates that an estimate was made based on data in the
original report. N/A = not an applicable measure for this effect.
Synaptic
Modification

N/A

1.48 kJ/kg
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